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Abstract
Railway is recognized to be a sustainable transport with few carbon emissions, however SNCF want to go
further. Actually, railway requires a technological break-through in order to consolidate its environmental
asset. Therefore, SNCF want to sign up in the significant research efforts which are requested in
transports, in particular for diesel engine rolling stocks which make urban services.
As part of this engagement, the research project LHyDIE (Hybrid Locomotive for Demonstration and
Investigation on Energetics) has for ambition improvement of energy efficiency, energy sources
diversification and polluting emissions reduction (noise, gas and particles). This, thanks to the
technological break-through that “railway hybridization” can bring.
LHyDIE, build from a shunting locomotive BB63000, is a modular platform of research and investigation
for hybridization. This research project is innovative and multi technological. It gathers several partners
who are in charge particular parts of the project in order to do the demonstrator. Thus, National Research
Institute, university laboratory and sme (small and medium-sized enterprises) join SNCF to :
• test and evaluate components coming from emerging technology which offer new possibility for
energy production, conversion and storage.
Thus, energy storage system chosen contains batteries but also supercapacitors. Their functions of
buffer are the same but time constants of these components are different. That is why
supercapacitors will be used for peaks of power.
Concerning energy production, besides the downsizing of the diesel engine, an 80 kW Fuel cell are
going to be tested by using the modularity of the platform.
• learn how to manage energy on board. Available energy on board must be in relation with the railway
mission to do.
Finally, this research project tries to prepare railway systems of tomorrow to be more sustainable. These
studies will enable to define expectancies for new rolling stocks but also to sensitise industrial actors
upstream and customers and community downstream with conceivable solutions.
Introduction
The taking into account of the economic concerns production of a train, respect of the environment and
the increasing evolution of the cost of energy bring the railway operators and industrialists to conceive
new motorizations. The objectives for the motorization of the railway rolling stocks are clear:
• To improve the energy effectiveness;
• To reduce the consumption of the driving machines;
• To diversify the sources of energies;
• To respect the environment by limiting the emissions of gas and particles, but also the sound levels
and to take into account the aspects of revalorization of rolling stocks at the end of lifetime of the
rolling stock.
That’s why SNCF wants to sign up in the significant research efforts which are requested in transports, in
particular for diesel engine rolling stocks which make urban services. Within the framework of a research
project, SNCF is going to realize and the exploit a hybrid Diesel demonstration locomotive called
"LHyDIE": Hybrid engine of Demonstration and Investigation in Energetics.
By looking at a Diesel shunting locomotive working on a switch yard, it can be noticed that these
machines use their full power in a sporadic way. The full power is only used to unstuck the train, to push
freight cars and for the disconnection, only low speeds are necessary. It naturally comes to the idea to

reduce the engine output power corresponding to the right need and so to reduce consumption and
emissions of gas, of the particles and sound. However, this same machine also ensures missions
requiring higher speeds, and so, important power like freight urban services for example. Nowadays, the
shunting locomotive BB63000 of 600 kW is used to realize these missions, that’s why LHyDIE is going to
be build from it.

Fig 1 : a shunting locomotive BB63000
Taking into account the performances of the new energy storage components (batteries, ultracapacitors,
and flywheels) it is possible to design a hybrid locomotive equipped with a low power Diesel group and
these energy storage systems, which realize the same performances than a shunting locomotive. During
times of less need, overhead energy produced by this group could charge the energy storage systems.
These components would be requested when the power demand is higher than what can provide the
group. In fact, they bring the complement of power necessary to the march of the train. Moreover, if the
electrical motors are used in generator during deceleration, then the kinetic energy of the train could also
reload the components of storage. Here is the principle of hybridization that it is going to be used in
LHyDIE.
Objectives of the project
LHyDIE is an investigation and research project that is why National Research Institute, university
laboratory and sme (small and medium-sized enterprises) join SNCF to realise the main objectives which
are :
• To carry out a hybrid demonstrator with an autonomous traction system and respectful of the
environment build from a shunting locomotive BB63000;
• To implement, to test and evaluate new technologies components offering possibilities of production,
conversion and energy storage;
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To diversify the sources of energy;
To learn how to manage the available energy on board. This management will be in relation to the
missions to achieve;
To present a significant profit for consumption of energy, emissions of CO2 and polluting gases;
To improve comfort on board and around the machine by the reduction of the sound levels and the
vibrations;
To optimize the chain of traction and its auxiliaries for energy consumption, pollutant emissions, costs
of realization and exploitation;
To propose an investigation platform for several suppliers. Thus they could do experimentations near
to the reality of exploitation;
To give value to the repercussions of the research tasks;
To capitalize these studies in order to be enable to define expectancies for retrofitting of rolling
stocks, for new rolling stocks;
To sensitise industrial actors upstream and customers and community downstream with conceivable
solutions.

Motorization principles

Fig. 2 : motorization principles
The principle of "standard" Diesel motorization is given by figure 2. The Diesel engine transmits the
mechanical energy directly to the wheel of the machine (mechanical transmission), or passing by an
electric generator (electric transmission). In both cases the useful output power for the wheel is provided
by the Diesel engine. All effort variations imposed by the train (starting, rise of speed, speed hold on
variable profiles, deceleration, etc....) are sent back to the Diesel engine. The engine must be
dimensioned to provide the power peak necessary to the march of the train. In these conditions it is
difficult to optimize the consumption of the Diesel engine, the sound levels and polluting particles.
The principle of hybrid motorization is also given by figure 2. The energy source is connected to the load
(the wheel) by an electric connection and an energy buffer. Thus when peak power is requested the
source is assisted by the buffer storage. For the periods of less need, energy surplus produced by the
source go to the buffer storage. For instance, the Diesel engine could provide the average power
necessary to the mission and it can be regulated in an optimal mode for consumption and for pollutant
emissions. Moreover, the braking energy can be recycled on board in order to increase the total energy
efficiency. The energy flows with an hybrid transmission are given by the arrows on figure1. According to
services, the dimensioning is not the same and the right balance between source and buffer storage
would be find The source of energy can be a Diesel engine, a fuel cell, a transformer for traction or a
judicious association of these sources. The buffer storage can be a battery, ultra capacitors, a flywheel or
another judicious association of these energy storage systems.

LHyDIE is an investigation demonstrator and so many of these sources, energy storage systems and
associations are going to be tested that is why LHyDIE is going to be build in a modular way.
The missions
Locomotive BB63000 can achieve several types of mission:
• Switching mission : to form freight trains, to push trains in the hump yard;
• Urban service mission: to operate branch lines located in urban zone for example or distanced of 20
– 40 km of a freight station;
• Mission in station: to form passenger trains;
• Track side mission: to ensure night-works trains in urban zone or tunnel
• Assistance mission in tunnel: to ensure the assistance of a train in tunnel for example during the
absence of the catenary tension.
In a first step, LHyDIE is going to be carry out for the two first missions: switching and urban service.
Switching mission
The switching mission gathers all the operations of a shunting locomotive on the switch yard. The
essential tasks are:
• to push the trains of the reception tracks on the hump yard in order to switch them;
• to press the freight cars in order to couple them;
• to form freight trains;
• to position the trains for their departure.
The below Figure shows the topology and the principle of a switch yard.

Fig.3 : switch yard principle
The following graphs shows the typical appearance of exploitation speed of a shunting locomotive. This
speed is about 15 to 30km/h for the position of the trains and the power peak of the machine can reach
450kW. Speed is close to 4km/h at the time of the switching and the power developed by the engine is
then about 100kW. The analysis of the machine evolution shows many moments when the energy
demand is weak. The power is lower or equal to 50kW during more 2000s compared to an operating time
of 2400s approximately.

Fig.4 : speed of a shunting locomotive during switching

Fig.5 : power and energy of a shunting locomotive during switching
Urban service mission
The shunting locomotive also ensures mission in branch lines which are in the zone of influence of the
switch yard. In our example of St Pierre des Corps switching yard, the machine operate in the Notre
Dame d’Oé line located at 35 km of the switching yard. Speed is close to 60km/h. The average charge is
300t.

Fig 6. : example of an urban service mission
During a round-trip St Pierre des Corps / Notre Dame d’Oé, the energy analysis shows that the power
peak of the machine is constant during several minutes, the level of power lower than 50 kW represents a
significant duration the null speed moments are very few. Also it’s a different kind of mission for the same
locomotive.

Fig. 7 : speed of a shunting locomotive during urban service between St Pierre des Corps and Notre
Dame d’Oé

Fig. 8 : power and energy of a shunting locomotive during urban service
The difference between the outward journey compared to the return is justified by a long slope of 5‰
during 5km between St Pierre des Corps and Notre Dame d’Oé.
Outward journey
Return

duration
2440s
2500s

P> 350kW
850s
400s

P< 50kW
1350s
1900s

Table 1 : energy analysis of the locomotive exploitation
The dimensioning of the hybrid locomotive will be done thanks to these measurements. Then several
configurations could be tested on the platform. Thus, first energy storage systems chosen could contain
batteries but also supercapacitors. Their functions of buffer are the same but time constants of these
components are different. That is why supercapacitors will be used for peaks of power.
Concerning energy production, besides the downsizing of the diesel engine, an 80 kW Helion Fuel cell
are going to be tested by using the modularity of the platform.

Modelisation and simulations
In order to have an idea of the profit for consumption and emissions of pollutants given by the
hybridization and in order to tests many configurations, which will be not tested on the platform,
modelisations and simulations could supplement the tests on LHyDIE.
The ADVISOR software is used to do these modelisations and simulations. This software is normally
used for cars modelisation, so in order to take into account the specificities of railways, modifications was
done. For example, the electrical transmission was modelled to represent the BB63000 locomotive.

Fig. 9: simulation of BB 63000 locomotive in an urban service
The first simulations results of hybrid configurations give a profit of 20% to 50% for fuel consumption and
a profit of 30% to 70% for pollutants emissions. Several configurations, several missions and several
energy managements have been tested, others are going to be tested too in order to optimize these
profits.
Conclusion
The modular demonstrator LHyDIE is an opportunity for SNCF to tests new components, technologies,
energy management on board in order to improve the energy effectiveness by reducing the consumption
of the machines, by diversifying the sources of energies. Others objectives are to respect the environment
and also to sensitise industrial actors, customers and community with such conceivable solutions.

